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ABSTRACT 
Singular linear functionals on an Orlicz space Lv defined by an arbitrary Orlicz function cp over 
a a-finite atomless measure space are described. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINEARIES 
In the theory of duality of function spaces an investigation of the space of 
all singular linear functionals is of importance. It is well known that the topo- 
logical dual X* of a complete F-normed function space X can be represented 
in the form: X* = Xi +X;, where Xl is the order continuous dual of X and X; 
(= the disjoint complement of XL in X*) is the space of all singular linear 
functionals on X. 
For an Orlicz space L9 defined by a continuous convex Orlicz function (p (an 
N-function) the space (L9), was examined by T. Ando ([2], 1960). He proved 
that the space (L9); is an AL-space, and using this fact he established the 
general form of singular linear functionals on Lq in terms of some special class 
of purely finitely additive set functions. The Ando’s results were extended by 
M.M. Rao ([19], 1968) to the case of discontinuous convex Orlicz functions. 
His definition of singular linear functionals, however, did not cover all possible 
cases. The general situation for Orlicz spaces (defined by convex Orlicz func- 
tions) was discussed by E. de Jonge ([4], 1975). For normal function spaces (= 
Kothe normed spaces) E. de Jonge ([6], 1977) obtained some sufficient and 
necessary conditions for the spaces XL to be an AL-space. Moreover, he proved 
(151, 1976) that if Xi is an AL-space, then there exists a space of purely finitely 
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additive set functions Mx such that X,=M, holds (in the sense of normed 
Riesz spaces). 
In this paper an Orlicz space Lq is assumed to be defined by a finite valued 
Orlicz function v (not necessarily convex) over a a-finite atomless measure 
space (9, .Z, p), equipped with its F-norm: I/XI/~ = inf { J. > 0 : m,(x/A) I A}, where 
m,(x) = S ~(lx(t)l) dp 
R 
is a semimodular on Lv (see [13]). 
Applying the Nakano’s theory of modular spaces ([14], 1968) to the theory 
of Orlicz spaces, we can provide the dual (Lq)* with a norm Pm, (called a 
polar of the semimodular mV) defined as follows: 
C?,(f) = sup{ If(x)/ :xELqm,(x)ll} (fE(LI”)*). 
We show that the polar P,,,, restricted to (L(“), can be expressed in another 
way, i.e., for fE (Lv), 
Pm,(f) = suP{I.m)/ :xEL%&WJ 
holds, where plo is the Minkowski functional of the Orlicz class Lg, i.e., 
p,(x) = inf{I>O:m,(x/A)<m} (xELv). 
From this we easily derive that the space (Lq), coincides with the dual of Lv 
equipped with the seminorm pco, i.e., 
WV), = WV, pull*. 
Since the space (L@‘,p,) is a (seminormed) AM-space, the space ((Lv),, Pm,) is 
an AL-space. 
Next, we define a special class B,(Q) of purely finitely additive set func- 
tions, and next, following the Ando’s idea from [2] we establish a Riesz iso- 
metric isomorphism between (L”), and B,(Q). Using this isomorphism we can 
derive the general form of singular linear functionals on L”. 
Due to the Nakano’s theory of conjugate modulars [14] one can define on 
(Lv)* the conjugate semimodular r?zzo, and next, by means of mcp, one can de- 
fine two modular norms /I. llm, and 111 . IlImp on (Lq)*. We prove that m,, 11. IImp, 
111 . lllmp and the polar Pm, coincide on (L”),. 
The general form of singular linear functionals on Orlicz sequence spaces 1” 
(without local convexity) has been recently established by the present author 
1151. 
For notation and terminology concerning Riesz spaces we refer to [l], [lo], 
[21]. For a Riesz space (X, 1) by X+ we will denote its positive cone, i.e., 
X+ = {XE X:x20}. As usual, IN stands for the set of all natural numbers. 
Let (Q,Z,p) be a a-finite atomless measure space, and let Lo denote the set 
of equivalence classes of all real valued measurable functions defined and finite 
a.e. on Q. Then Lo is a super Dedekind complete Riesz space under the order- 
ing x>y, whenever x(t)r_v(t) a.e. on Q. 
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For a subset A of Q, xA stands for the characteristic function of A, and 
x, =x. xA for any XE L”. If fis a linear functional on a subspace X of Lo, then 
fA stands for the functional defined as: fA(x) =f(xA) for any XE X. 
Now we recall some notation and terminology concerning Orlicz spaces (see 
[8], [ll], [20] for more details). 
By an Orlicz function we mean a function 9: [0, a~)--* [0, m) that is non- 
decreasing, left continuous, continuous at 0 with ~(0) = 0, non-identically equal 
to 0. An Orlicz function (p determines a functional m, : Lo + [0, m] by the for- 
mula: 
m,(x) = S ~(lx(t)l) dp. 
D 
The Orlicz space determined by cp is the ideal of Lo defined by 
Lv = {xELO:m&ix)<oo for some I>O}. 
The functional mrp restricted to L9 is an orthogonally additive semimodular 
in the sense of [ 131, and satisfies the following axiom of completeness (see [ 121): 
(1.1) If OSX,EL’ (n=1,2,...) and f m,(x,)< co, 
n-l 
then there exists y E LID such that y = sup x, and m,(y) I C,“=, m,(x,,). 
L9 can be equipped with the complete metrizable topology g9 of the Riesz 
F-norm 
IIxi19 = inf{I>O:m,(x/A)<II} for xEL9. 
Let 
Eq = {xEL’:m,(Ax)<oo for all I>O}. 
Then E9 is a closed ideal of Lv and supp Eq = Q. It is well known that Eq coin- 
cides with the ideal of all elements of L9 with order continuous F-norm 11 . /II, 
that is 
(1.2) E9 = {xEL~: 1x1 LU,,~O in L9 implies I~u,~~,~O}. 
Since supp E9=Q there is a sequence (Q,) of p-measurable subsets of Q 
such that Q,f, U,“=, Q-2, =Q and xn,,~Ev (see [21, Theorem 86.23). 
Throughout this paper, given a function XE L9 we will denote by x(“) 
(n = 1,2, . ..) the functions defined on $2 by: 
x(“)(t) = 
c 
x(t) if Ix(t)1 sn and t EQ,,, 
0 elsewhere. 
Thus x(“)E Ev, because lx(“)1 in. xQ,. 
Let 
Lg = {xEL”:m,(x)<03}. 
Then Lz (called an Orlicz class) is an absolutely convex, absorbing subset of 
L9 and let prp stand for the Minkowski functional of Lz, that is 
p,(x) = inf{I>O:m,(x/i)<03}. 
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Clearly p,(x)< IIxllV for XEL~ and E”= ker pv. It is seen that pv is a Riesz 
seminorm satisfying the following important property: 
(1.3) P,WY) = P,(x)~P,(Y) for x,Y~O. 
It means that (LIP,) is a (seminormed) AM-space (see [21, Ch. 17, 9 1181). 
Moreover from the definition of pv it follows that 
for all 051<1. 
for every A > 1. 
(1.4) 
i 
p,(x) 5 1 iff m,(Ax)< 03 
p,(x) 2 1 iff m,(Ax) = co 
We say that an Orlicz function p satisfies the AZ-condition (resp. the A,- 
condition at 03), in symbols, VEAL (resp. PEA:), whenever 
P(2U) 
lim sup ~ < 03 
P(U) 
as u+O and u-+ 00 (resp. U+ a~). 
It is known that L@’ = Ev iff v, E AZ (u, E 4; if p(Q) < 03). 
Given a linear topological space (X, 0, by (X, r)* we will denote its topo- 
logical dual. 
For a function space XcL’, X- will stand for the super Dedekind complete 
Riesz space of all order bounded linear functionals on X. Let Xi denote the 
band of X- of all order continuous linear functionals on X. Let us note that 
in view of the a-finiteness of the measure p, Xi = XL, where XL denotes the 
band of all a-order continuous linear functionals on X. The disjoint comple- 
ment of Xi with respect to X- will be denoted by XL; the elements of Xc are 
called singular functionals on X. Then Xc is a band of X- and 
x- = x;gx,- 
(see [21, Ch. 121). 
By (Lq)* we will denote the dual of Lq with respect to gP. Since gV is com- 
plete, metrizable locally solid topology, according to [l, Theorem 16.91 we have 
(L’)* = (Ll”)Y 
It is known that if v, E A, then (Lq), = (Lc”)-; hence (Lq), = (0). 
In view of [14], [17] the dual (L@‘)* is a Banach space under the norm: 
K?,(f) = suPw-(x)I :x-mqx)a 
and moreover, the following inequality holds: 
If(x)1 5 p,,(f)(m,(x) + 1) for xELP. 
Due to H. Nakano [14] the norm Pm, is called a polar of a semimodular mv. 
On account of the properties of m, (see [13]), by a standard argument one can 
show that P,,,, is a Riesz norm on (LV)* (see [21, Lemmas 102.1, 102.21). 
In view of [14] the conjugate fiV of m, can be defined on the algebraic dual 
P of Lq as follows: 
m,(f) = sup(lf(x)I -m,(x):xELv}. 
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According to [16, Theorem 2.11 we have the following 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) The following equality holds: 
(L@)* = {f~ P : m,(Af) < 03 for some I > 0). 
(ii) The conjugate r7iu, restricted to (LV)* is a convex orthogonally additive 
semimodular. Moreover, if f 10, then 
m,(f) = sup{f(x)-m,(x):OzsxELv,mv(x)<03}. 
As usual, using the conjugate semimodular fiv one can equip the dual (LV)* 
with two Riesz norms (see [18]): 
In view of the general result (see 
hold: 
[ 18, 1..51]), for any f e (Lv)*, the following 
and 
lllf lllmv 5 llf lIm’o 5 ElIIf Illm, 
lllflllmrt, 5 1 iff m,(f)51 
Moreover, according to [16, Theorem 2.21 we have: 
lllf Illm, 5 P,,(f) 5 Ilf IIA, for f E (Lv)*. 
2. SINGULAR LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON L@-GENERAL PROPERTIES 
In this section we deal with the general properties of singular linear func- 
tionals on Lv. We will show that the space (Lv), of all singular linear func- 
tionals on Lv coincides with the dual space of LID equipped with the Riesz semi- 
norm pv?, that is (Lv);=(Lv,pv)*. As an application we get that ((LV),P& is 
an AL-space. 
We shall need the following definitions (see [21, Ch. 12, 0 881). 
For a non-empty subset A of Lv the annihilator is defined by 
A0 = {fE(Lq)*: f(x)=0 for all XEA}, 
and for a non-empty subset B of (Lv)* the inverse annihilator is defined by 
‘I?= {x~L~:f(x)=O for all fEB}. 
Following [21, Ch. 12, 0 881 let (Lv)’ stand for the largest ideal of Lv on 
which all the functionals of (Lv)* are order continuous, that is 
(LP)” = (x E Lq : 1x1 L u,lO in Lv implies f(u,) -+ 0 for all f c5 (Lv)*}. 
The next theorem establishes the relations between Ev and (Lv);. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following equalities hold: 
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(i) EV={xELID: 1x1 ru,lO in Lp implies p,(u,)lO} 
= (LI”)” 
=O((L’p);). 
(ii) (E9)0 = (L9),. 
PROOF. (i) Let us set 
Lb, = {xeL9: 1x1 run10 in L9 implies p,(u,)lO}. 
By (1.2), E9c L& holds, because p,(x) I Ilxlj9 for XE L9. To prove that Lz,C 
E9 holds, let xeL9 and A >O be given. Then there exists a sequence (x,) in E9 
(x,=Ixl(“)) such that O~x,,?lxI, so ~,(lx+x,,)<1/2~ for some index no. 
Thus m,(2l(jxl -x,,))< 03 and in view of the general properties of modulars 
we get 
m&x) = m&l 1x1) = m9 ( ~(21xnJ+~W~lxl -xn,,,> 
5 m,(2Axn)+m,(2~(~x~ -x,,) < 03. 
Thus E” = L;,. Moreover, by (1.2), E9c (L9)’ holds. On the other hand, in 
view of [17, Theorem 102.81 we have 
(L9)’ C {xe L9 : 1x12 u,lO implies f(u,) + 0 for all f E (L9,p,)*} 
= {xeL9: lxI224,lO implies p,(u,)lO} 
= Lp”,. 
Hence 
E9 = (L’)’ = L;,. 
Finally, in view of [21, Theorem 102.81 we have 
(L9)” = O((L’),). 
(ii) Since (L9)“=E9 and E9 is super order dense in L9, by [21, Theo- 
rem 102.10] we have (E”)‘= (L9);. 
The conditions for the existence of non-zero singular linear functionals on 
LCD are included in the following 
COROLLARY 2.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) p@dZ (resp. rp@d,” if p(Q)<m). 
(ii) (L9); f { 0). 
(iii) (L9)*#(L9),. 
PROOF. (i) * (ii) Assume that (L”), = (0). Then, by Theorem 2.1, E’ = ‘{O} = 
LCD, hence PEA* (f+~~dr if ~(sZ)<m). 
(ii) = (iii) Let (L’)* = (L9),. Then (L9); = (L9)* fl (L”), = (0). 
(iii) 3 (i) Let cp E d, (u, E 4T if ,~(a) < 03). Then Z9 is a Lebesgue topology, 
so (L’)*c (L”),, and hence (L’)* = (L9),. 
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Now we give two examples of non-locally convex Orlicz spaces having non- 
zero singular linear functionals. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
!- 
0 for 052451, 
V(U) = 
1 for U>l. 
Then Lv is the largest among Orlicz spaces (see [20, 0.3.41) and consists of all 
those XEL’ that are bounded outside of some sets of finite measure. Then 
//x//, = inf(A>O:p((tEQ: Ix(t)j>l))lA) 
and /\x,--x((~+O in Lv iff x, +x !& - on Q). When ,n(Q)=m, then cp$dz, so 
(LV),f {0} by Corollary 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
I 
0 for 05u51, 
(D(u) = 
up for u>l, 
where O<p<l. 
Then p(u) = ~Ju) A v)_,(u) for u I 0, where pP(u) = up for u 5 0, and pm(u) = 0 
for 05~51 and pm(u)=03 for u>l. Hence 
L’p = LPfLrn. 
Then p$d, whenever p(Q)= 03, so then (Lv),# (0) by Corollary 2.2. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we will assume that cp $ AZ, because 
otherwise (Lv); = { 0). 
The next theorem describes positive singular linear functionals on Lv and 
will be of importance. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 5j-e (Lv),. 
(i) The following equalities hold: 
Pm,(f) = sup{f(x): OSXE LQl,(X)ll} 
= sup{f(x):05xEL~,mv(x><oo} 
= sup{f(x):O~xEL~,~y,(X)I1). 
(ii) For any E>O there exists 05~~ Lo with m,(y)~s such that 
Kz,(f) 5 f(Y). 
(iii) There exists 01y E Lo with m,(y) 5 1 such that 
pv(yA) = 1 for any A EZ with P,,,(fA)fO. 
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PROOF. (i) Since If(x)1 cf(lxl) (see [l, p. 211) we easily get that 
Pm,(f) = sup(If(x)I :O~xEL~,m,,(x)~l}. 
Now let O~XE LV and m,(x) < 00. Then there exists a sequence (x,,) in 
E” (x,=x(“), n=l,2,...) such that Olx,fx in Lv. Hence XZX-x,10, so 
m,(x - x,) 10, by applying of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. 
Hence m,(x-x,,)~ 1 for some index no. Thus 
f(x) =f(x-x,,)+f(47J =f(x-x,,) 5 C,(f), 
so 
sup{f(x) : osxe LV, m,(x)< a} 4 Pm,(f). 
Now let O~XE Lq with p,(x) 5 1 and E > 0 be given. Since x/@,(x) + E) E Lz, 
m,(x/(p,(x)+c))<m, and thus 
Hence P,,(f) rf(x), so 
Pm,(f) 2 sup(f(x):O~xEL’P,~rp(X)I1}. 
Thus the proof of our equalities is completed. 
(ii) Let E >0 be given. Then for every k~ h\l there exists O<zk E LQ with 
m,&) I 1 such that 
C?,(f) 5 f(Zk) + t . 
Since, for every index ke N, 
!p(lz,(t)--$J)dp-0 as n-too, 
there exists a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (nk) such that 
rn,(Zk - ZP)) < -5 
2k 
for k=l,2,.... 
Let xk=zk-zp) for k-1,2,.... Then in view of (1 .l) there exists YE L9 such 
that y=supxk and m,(y)5~km_, mV(&)<&. But zp’eEV) for all keel, so 
P % (f) sf(z,-@‘)+f(+))+ k 
sf(,)+$<f(y)++. 
Thus 
K,(f) 5 f(Y). 
(iii) Let A EZ and let O~XE Lo with m,(x)< 03 be given. In view of (i) for 
every k E N there exists 05 zk E Lo with m,(zk) < 00 such that 
(+) P,$f+f(zk)+;* 
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Moreover, since m,(xvzk) I m,(x) + m,(zk) we have 
(++I fWZ/r) 5 c?l,(fh 
Since (xv.Q-z~)~<xAz~--z~, by (+) and (++) we get 
I 
f&,4) 5 f(WZ/JA) 
(+++) 
(f((Zk)A) +f(XVZ,+) -f(G) 
for k-1,2, . . . . Arguing as in (ii) one can choose an increasing sequence of 
natural numbers (mk) such that 
m,(zk --,$X9 < $. 
Let x,=z,-z~~~) for k=l,2,.... Then in view of (1.1) there exists O~~EI!,’ 
such that x,ly for k=l,2,... and m,(y)rl. Hence, by (+++) 
f(XJ 5 I-(($),) +f(($““‘),) + ; 
af(y,4)+$. 
Thus P,,(_&)~~(Y~), so J’m,(fA)=f(~~) by (i). 
Assume now that P,&&)#O. Given q>O we have m,(yA/(pp(yA)+v))<a, 
so by (i) we get 
pdfA)~f(p~~;~~+~)- 
HencePm,(fA)If(yA)~(P,(~A)+rl)PmB(fA), and the arbitrariness of q yields 
p,(y,)rl. But p,(~~)~p,(y)~l, so p&y,)=l, as desired. 
Since P,,, is a Riesz norm on (LV)*, by applying of Theorem 2.3 one can 
establish by standard argument (see [21, Lemmas 102.1, 102.21) that for f E 
(LX 
(2.2) P,,(f) = suP{If(x)/ :xEL’P&7(X)~lI. 
Now, making use of (2.2) and Theorem 2.1 one can easily obtain our desired 
result, included in the following 
THEOREM 2.4. The following equality holds: 
WV), = (L’p,P$J*. 
As an application of Theorem 2.4, (2.2) and (1.3), according to [21, Theo- 
rems 118.1, 118.21 we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.5. The space ((LV), PnJ is an AL-space, that is 
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holds for any positive fi,f2 E (L@),. 
In the theory of non-locally convex topological vector spaces it is natural to 
ask about the linear dimension of the dual space. In view of Corollary 2.2 we 
know that (LID), # (0) iff v, $d2 (~$0,” if p(Q)< m). As an application of 
Theorem 2.4 we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.6. Assume that p$d2 (cp en: if p(Q) < 03) and the measure 
space (Q Z, p) is separable. Then 
dim( = 03. 
PROOF. Let Lv/Eq be the quotient of Lv by EP, equipped with the quotient 
norm ~5~ of the seminorm pq. Then d,(x+ Eq) =p,(x) for XE Lv (see [21, 
0 102]), and let rc : Lv + Lv/EP be the quotient map. It is easily seen that the 
mapping 
establishes an isomorphism of (L9/Eq,b,)* onto (L9,p,)*. Since (L9);= 
(L9,p,)* (see Theorem 2.4) we get 
dim( = dim(L9/E9,@,)*. 
Suppose now that dim(L”),< 03. Hence dim(L9/E”) < oc,. Since E9 is closed in 
(L9, &), E9 is topologically complemented in (L9, g9). It means that there 
exists a linear subspace H of Lv such that L9 = E9@ H, and the mapping 
(x,, x2) - xi +x1 of the topological product (E9, & 1 Ep) x (H, g9 1 H) onto (L”, SJ 
is a linear homeomorphism (see [7, 6 15, 81). Then dim H= dim L9/E9. 
Since the spaces (Eq, g9 1 Ep) and (H, g9 1 H) are separable (see [9, Ch. II, Q 3, 
Theorem 7]), the space (L”, TV) is also separable. But it is impossible because 
v$dz ((p$dy if p(Q)< m) (see [9, Ch. II, 8 3, Theorem 61). This contradic- 
tion establishes that dim(L9), = 00. 
3. THEGENERALFORMOFSINGULARLINEARFUNCTIONALSON L” 
In this section we prove a representation theorem for singular linear func- 
tionals on L9. Due to Corollary 2.5 we are in position to follow the Ando’s 
idea from [2] concerning a representation of singular linear functionals on L9 
by means of finitely additive set functions. 
We will denote by ba(.Q) the family of all real valued, finitely additive set 
functions on .Z such that 
sup{ Iv(A)/ :A EZ} < 03 and ~(4) = 0 implies v(A) = 0. 
It is known that ha(Q) is a Riesz space under the usual ordering: vr< v2 if 
vt (A) 5 vz(A) for all A E Z. Then v = v+ - v- and 1 v I= v+ + v , where v+ and v- 
denote the positive and the negative parts of v~ba(Q). Moreover, ha(Q) is a 
Banach space with the total variation norm, that is 
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where the supremum is taken over all finite disjoint partition (A,): of Q with 
Ails (see [3, Ch. III, 1.4, 1.71). 
Let 01 v E ha(Q). If every countably additive measure y such that 01 ye v 
is identically zero, then v is said to be purely finitely additive. If v E ha(O) and 
both v+ and vP are purely finitely additive, then v is said to be purely finitely 
additive [3, Ch. III, 7.61. We denote by PFA(ba(Q)) the collection of all purely 
finitely additive set functions in ba(S2). 
The following definition is justified by Theorem 2.3. 
A v E ha(Q) is said to be in the class B,(Q) if there exists 0 5 y E Lo with 
m,(r) < 00 such that 
p,(y,) = 1 for any set AEX with lvl(A) >O. 
One can easily show that B,(Q) is an ideal of ha(Q). Moreover, we shall now 
show the following 
THEOREM 3.1. The following inclusion 
B,(Q) c PFA(ba(Q)) 
holds. 
PROOF. It is enough to prove that the inclusion (B,(Q))+ c (PFA(ba(Q)))+ 
holds. To this end, let 01 v E B,(Q). Then in view of the definition of B,(Q), 
there exists 01y E Lo with m,(y) < 03 such that p,(y,) = 1 for any set A E .Z 
with v(A) > 0. For every index n E /rJ let us put 
Q,” = {tEa,:kly(t)<k+l}, k=0,1,2 ).... 
Now we shall show that for every measurable subset A of Q;2, (n = 1,2, . ..) 
with v(A) > 0 and every A > 1 we have 
(+) 
Indeed, let n E ~PX be fixed, and let A be a measurable subset of Q,, with v(A) > 0. 
Moreover, let A> 1 be given. 
Choosemo~~suchthat~~1+l/mo.Then(1+l/mo)k~(1+l/2mo)(k+1) 
for kr2mo+l. By (1.4) m,((l+1/2m,)y,)=cx,, and we have 
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From (+) it follows that for every n E h\l, v(@) = 0 for k = 1,2, . . . . More- 
over, p,,,(yo,o) = 0, because y,; E Eq. Hence v(@) = 0. Now let y be any count- 
able additive measure on Z such that 0 I y I v. Then, for every n E n\l, we easily 
derive that ~(a,) = 0. Hence y = 0, as desired. 
For a given f E ((L’p),)’ let us put 
(3.1) v&4) = Pm&&) for any A EZ. 
In view of Theorem 2.3 and the definition of B,(Q) we get 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f~ ((L”);)+. Then 
vr E (&JQ))+ and II vJba = L,(f). 
Thus one can define a mapping 
T : W”),)+ + V&,,W)+ 
by setting 
W-) = vf for any f E ((~5~);)‘. 
In view of Corollary 2.5 the mapping T is additive. 
Next for any 05 v E ha(Q) we define the functional f, on (L9)+ by: 
f,(x) = inf{ i P&A,) v(4)) for XE (L9)+ 
k=l 
where the infimum is taken over all finite disjoint partitions (Ak)r of 52 with 
AkE.Z. 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5 of [2] one can obtain that the func- 
tional f, is additive on (L 9 +. ) Thus f, has a unique positive extension to a 
linear functional on L9 (see [l, Lemma 3.11). This extension (denoted by f, 
again) is given by 
f,(x) = f”(x+) - f,(x-) for all XE LID. 
LEMMA 3.3. If v E (ha(Q))+, then f, E ((15~);)’ and 
p % (f,) 5 v(Q). 
PROOF. Since f, is positive on L9 and f,(x) =0 for all XE E9, by Theorem 2.1 
fve ((L9);)‘. Moreover, / f,(x)1 sf,,(lxl)sp9(x) v(Q) for all XE L@‘, so Pm,(fv)I 
v(Q) by (2.2). 
Thus one can define a mapping 
G : (4&V+ -+ (CL”);)+ 
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as follows 
G(v) = f, for any v E (B,(Q))+. 
The next theorem establishes a one-to-one correspondence between ((LV),)’ 
and (B,(Q))+. 
THEOREM 3.4. The following statements hold: 
(i) (G 0 r)(f) =f for any f E ((LV)J)‘, that is, f =fv,; 
(ii) (To G)(v) = v for any v E (B,(Q))+, that is v(A) = Pm,((fv)A) for any A ~2. 
PROOF. (i) Let f E ((L’+‘),)’ and 0rx~L~. Then for any disjoint partition 
(Ak)r of 0, by (2.2) we get 
f(x) = i fAk(XAk) 5 i Prp(x,4k) CJfAJ 
k=l k=l 
n 
= c P&/lJVf(4). 
k=l 
Thus f(x)<f,(x) for all OIXEL@‘, so f<fv, and Pm,(f)lPm(fv,). On the 
other hand, in view of Lemma 3.3, Pm,(fv,)~vf(Q)=Pm~(f). Hence Pm,(f)= 
P,,(f,). But, in view of Corollary 2.5, P,,&, -f)=P,&,)-P,,,(f)=O, so 
Ji, =f. 
(ii) By the definition of B,(Q) there is 0 I y E Lp with m,(y) < m such that 
p,(yc) = 1 for any CEZ with v(C)> 0. Then for any finite disjoint partition 
(Ck)r of Q with Ck ~2, v(Q)= Ci=, P&Y~,) v(Ck), so f,(y) = v(Q). 
In view of Theorem 2.3, Pm,(f,)2fv(y), so Pm&f,)= v(Q), by Lemma 3.3. 
Assume now that A E .Z and let vi(B) = v(A tl B) for any B E 2. One can easily 
show that f,, = (fv)A. Hence by the above we get Pm,((fv)A) = P,,Jf,,) = v,(Q) = 
v(A), and the proof is completed. 
By Theorem 3.4 the mapping G is additive, because T is additive. Thus T and 
G have unique positive extensions to linear mappings 
F: (Lv), + B,(Q) and d : B,(Q) -+ (Lv); 
(see [l, Lemma 3.11) given by 
T(f) = vft-vrm and G(v) =fv+-fvm. 
We will write 
vf = vf+ - vfm and f, = f,+ -f, 
and 
f,(x) = 1 xdv for XEL~. 
R 
Now we are in position to establish a correspondence between (L@‘); and 
B,(Q). 
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THEOREM 3.5. The mapping ir: (LV),-+ B,(Q) is a Riesz isomorphism. 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 3.4 we easily get that (do F)(f)=f for any 
f E (Lp), and (To d)(v) = v for any v EBB. Thus T is a Riesz isomorphism, 
because d is positive (see [lo, Theorem 18.51). 
As an application of Theorem 3.5 one can establish the general form of 
singular linear functionals on L rp. Moreover, we show that the norms 11 . /IA,, 
111 . l/lAu, Pm, and the conjugate modular r$ coincide on (Lv),. 
THEOREM 3.6. (i) For a linear functional f on Lq the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) f is singular. 
(2) There exists a unique v E B,(Q) such that 
f(x) = f,(x) = i x d v for all x E Lq. 
(ii) For any v E B,(Q) the following equalities hold: 
fi,(f”) = llf"llrn, = lllf”IILi7,, = &,(f”) = Iv/(Q). 
PROOF. (i) It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
(ii) In view of the proof of Theorem 3.5, v,~,~(Q)= lv~~l(52) and VJ”=V, so 
we easily get that P,&) = I VI (Q). 
Now assume that 0 I v E B,(Q), that is 0 5 f, E (Lv),. Hence in view of Theo- 
rem 2.3, for every n E N there exists O<y, E Lo with m,(y)5 l/n and such that 
~m,(fv)~fv(_M. BY Theorem 1.1, m,(f,)If,(y,)-m,(y,)rP,.(f,)-l/n, so 
fi,(f,) 2 pm,(fv). Since fi,(f,) 5 pm,(fv) we get 
fi,(f”) = cl,(f”). 
Thus, for any veB,(Q), since If,] = j f I,,, we easily get 
m,(“) = cn,(f”). 
Moreover, by the above equality, rTz,(Afv) = I . tR,(f,) for any A > 0, so 
llfvllm, = gi 
1 




L (1 + WJf”)) 
a>0 A I 
= qo(f”) 
lllfY1ll,m=inf(~>O:~,(f,/~)<l} 
= inf{l>O: rfl,(fv)IA} = fFz,(f,). 
Thus the proof is completed. 
The author thanks the referee for valuable suggestions and comments. 
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